Netvision Mobile

NETVISION INVITED TO NASCAR SUMMIT 2011

Greenville, SC January 3, 2011&ndash; Netvision Mobile has been invited to attend the NASCAR Summit 2011 in
Concord, North Carolina. The show will take place January 10th- 13th at the Embassy Suites Hotel and Convention
Center on Hammons Drive.
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The Annual NASCAR Summit is the only yearly meeting that includes all representatives
from the services that host NASCAR events. The show&rsquo;s agenda includes presentations from medical, operations,
track services, training, and security speakers.
&ldquo;We are really excited to have been invited to this event,&rdquo
Netvision&rsquo;s Marketing and Sales representative, Ashley Cashon, stated. &ldquo;NASCAR is a well known name
that would certainly benefit from the effortless mobile security that our products provide.&rdquo;
Netvision will be
exhibiting their unique 2130 mobile video surveillance trailer that suspends up to four weatherproof Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ)
security cameras 30 feet above the ground providing a full 360° visual range. The cameras can then be viewed live
anywhere you have internet access. Another advantage of the surveillance trailers is the effortless mobility they provide.
The entire system can be rapidly deployed, taken to another location, and set up in five minutes. The mobile
surveillance trailer has security features that include an on board shock sensor to detect any tampering of the trailer and
an optional online GPS tracking for easy locating. Netvision will also be showing a smaller and more compact pole mount
system that is completely wireless, mobile, and affordable. Netvision is a product of Digital Management Solutions, which
is an integration company that has the ability to custom integrate video surveillance products to meet any
customer&rsquo;s needs.
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